Audience of Citizens: Cindy Harrigan and Stephen Minicucci, 118 Cheney Lane, Coventry
Ref: 20-37W- 30 Cheney Lane
Concerns relate to lake conservation and maintenance of wetlands integrity as it relates to the
unpermitted work taking place at this location. There is a distinct appearance of differing
interpretations by homeowner based on reported minutes of 9/23/2020 meeting (note-oddly dated and
subsequently amended application for work at this location). All work differs from that mandated by
the Wetlands Regulations. Current concerns and questions:






Has the process changed relative to what can be found under IWA on Town of Coventry
website? Is there or will there be a public notice to address this?
See attached flow chart process.
Does work no longer require permitting, surveys or engineered plot plans for review by
IWA/Commission prior to initiation of site work?
Does this establish a past practice moving forward for other waterfront/wetlands
landowners?
Given that extensive work on this particular waterfront location and extensive
excavation have occurred without permitting and the latter preparations; what are the
actions needed to mitigate negative effects to lake and surrounding properties?
See attached before and after photos.

NOTE: During our building timeline; in an effort to protect the lake we were mandated by IWA to bond
enough money to cover the build-out of two retention ponds and cover expenses related any negative
impact due to lack of maturity of the surface areas and grasses. We were informed that should silt form
in the lakefront waters, we were responsible for reparations.




Do the aforementioned remedies and other lake conservation regulations still
apply?
If so, how is this assessed and enforced by the commission?
Who is responsible for reparations and subsequent costs of damage of returning site
to former integrity should that be the enforcement of Wetlands regulations?

* We recognize that this can be a long and arduous process to secure permitting/surveying/planning
prior to initiation of work, however we all bear the responsibility of maintaining the lake and all the
conservation of it for future generations not just ourselves.
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